
 
 Fall 2021 Clinic Series with SCR 100 Course 

Karen Cheeke -- Connected Riding Instructor  
Wild Plum Farm in Corvallis, Oregon 

Contact Karen @ 541-740-8837         
 kontessakeen@hotmail.com 

 
17 Oct. 2021  Improve Rider and Equine Posture with Caveletti Exercises 

   

14 Nov. 2021  Connected Ground Work and Riding Basics and Cross Training Fun  
 

5 Dec. 2021  Create Better Connection and Improved Feel Riding Obstacles 

   

   
This Fall Clinic Series will review Connected Ground Work and Riding Concepts, This special series includes the School of 
Connected Riding 100 level course.  Riding participants will receive a School of Connected Riding 100 Manual and will earn a 
certificate of completion. The SCR 100 is the foundation course and prerequisite for other SCR courses. .  Each one day clinic 
is designed with a focus that will give the participating riders and auditors the tools to improve connection with their horses 
both on the ground and in the saddle.  The topics of each clinic will be addressed in itially in a lecture/discussion format. Riders 

will participate in groundwork and then further their understanding in the saddle.  Auditors will watch, interact, and learn.   

Karen has a foundation in dressage and focuses on the correct biomechanics of the horse and handler/rider.  She has earned 
her USDF Bronze Medal and Bronze Freestyle Bar on her homebred mare and continues to school her horses through the 
levels of dressage. Karen also competes in Working Equitation which has a foundation in dressage.  Karen understands how 
dressage basics can help all riders and improve horses in any discipline.  Learn how Connected Ground Work and Connected 
Riding tools can fit into your current skill set.   Karen provides a safe and fun environment to build confidence in riders of all 

ages and disciplines.  

Space is limited for riders and auditors to actively participate in each clinic.  Each day will be scheduled between 9 am and 5 
pm.  Bring your own lunch, drinks, and snacks.  Riders $275.00 and auditors $90.00 for the series. Paddock for your horse is 
$10.00 per day. If there is space riders and auditors can also choose to participate in individual clinic days at $95.00 for riders 

and $35.00 for auditors.   

 

COVID Restrictions in place. 

mailto:kontessakeen@hotmail.com

